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#ckbZdkj [kS;ke vkSj #ckb;ksa dk
mnwZ vuqokn
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ewy



   % 231

ewy
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ewy
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ewy



234  %   



   % 235



236  %   
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dkO;kuqokn dh leL;k,¡ % mej [kS;ke ds lanHkZ esa

"A translation in verse seems to me something absurd, impossible."
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Dreaming when Dawn's Left Hand was in the Sky
I heard a Voice within the Tavern cry,
"Awake, my Little ones, and fill the Cup
"Before Life's Liquor in its Cup be dry".

–(Fitsgerald–"Rubiyat of Omar Khayyam" Sl.–2)
×        ×        ×        ×
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×        ×        ×        ×

×        ×        ×        ×

×        ×        ×        ×

×        ×        ×        ×
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'Dreaming when Dawn's Left Hand was in the Sky.' 

'Dreaming'

'Dawn's Left Hand'

'I heard a Voice within the Tavern cry' 

'I' 

'Awake!'

'My Little ones' 

'fill the Cup' 'and' 

'Before' 'Life's Liquor in its Cup be dry'
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"My translation will interest
you from its forms, and also in many respects in its detail..."

'Dreaming when Dawn's

Left Hand was in the Sky' 

'Dawn' 

Left Hand was in the Sky
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Left Hand

'I heard a Voice within the Tavern cry' 

Cry

"Awake, my Little ones, and fill the Cup"

Awake
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Little ones

fill the Cup

fill

'Before Life's Liquor in its Cup be dry'
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Life's Liquor

'Awake, my Little ones, and fill the Cup
Before Life's Liquor in its Cup be dry'
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Dreaming



lanHkZ
1. Quoted in 'On Translation' Page 277, Editor–Reuben A. Brower, Harvard
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University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1959
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dfork dk vuqokn % lokyksa ds ?ksjs esa
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"Poetry is what is lost in

a translation."
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(Literary resurrection) 
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(Poetivity)

Traduttori traditoti, Translators are traitors

Enter this city any evening.

unobtrusively

See  it  by  the  glow  of  votive  lamps

Then you will discover

The  splendour  of  its  form

Half in water

Half in sacred chants

Half in flowers

Half in corpses

Half at rest
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Half in the sound of the conch

Watch carefully

Half is and

Half is not

All there is stands

Without support

And all there is not

is supported by

tall pillars of ash and light

pillars of fire

and pillars of water

of smoke

of scent

pillars of man's uplifted palms

Offering water in homage

to the sun unseen

The town has stood for centuries

This way on the leg

in the Ganga's water

unaware of it's other leg.8
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(content), (menifestation)

(expression) (form)

(subject)
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czwuks dh csfV;k¡
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Bruno’s Daughters

They had not willed themselves
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To be made from scum and sack-cloth,
They had mothers, and
Were mothers themselves.

They had names,
And they rang from their childhood
To their last --
Even in the voice of those
That killed them!

They had faces.
Bodies.
Hair.
And in the sun they had their shadows.

In the plains of the Ganga they had
Their hours of work, each time
They'd had to be given their dues!
Like the world was forced
To look through Galileo's telescope!

They were not ashes and lies,
They were mothers
And who is that brute, who says
That they bore their children
Desiring none?

Their womb was not an indifference,
It was not a mistake
Nor habit,
It was not an intoxicant
Not an intoxicant,
Their womb was no transgression.
Who says it was?
Which economist?
They had their lovers.
They knew the thrill.

They were mothers.
They too had their nine months,
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Not inside some whale
But in the whole world --
Nine months of this whole world !10
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(vetting)
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I think that to translate or to be involved
in translating out of one’s own language, too, concentrates the attention
wonderfully on sound, sense, on intent.

(Lotman)

(Lefevere)

(Phonemic) (Literal) (Metrical)

(Proseic) (Rhymed) (Blank verse)

(Interpretation)

"... all translation is by nature Janus-faced-
none more so than poetic translation. What becomes available even as the
best possible, eminently readable and appreciable piece of a poem in the
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‘target’ language, invariable invites the reader to look over at the other side,
where numerous subtleties and nuances in the original might still be lurking
to be discovered for enchantments or shocks all of their own."12 
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owl
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The present social system has rotten,
This should immediately be changed.
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Our hearts are filled with desire

to lay down our heads

we shall keenly watch the force of arm

With which the murderer strikes.

(content

and form) 
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O Lord, they do not understand, nor will they understand my words,
Give them another heart, or else give me another tongue."15



lanHkZ
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Survival : An experience and an experiment in translating modern Hindi
poetry, Ed. Daniel weissbort, Girdhar Rathi, Sahitya Academy, New
Delhi, First Edition 1994, pp. 24-25

Survival : An experience and an experiment in translating modern Hindi
poetry, Ed. Daniel weissbort, Girdhar Rathi, Sahitya Academy, New
Delhi, First Edition 1994, pp. 66-67

ibid, Preface; p. ix

ibid, Introduction, p. xv
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l`tukRed dkO; 'kfDr vkSj vuqokn fparu
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×              ×             ×              ×
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In the Beginning was the Word.
Here I am balked: who, now, can help afford?
The Word? — impossible so high to rate it;
And otherwise must I translate it.9

The servile path thou nobly dost decline,
Of tracing word by word, and line by line.
A new and nobler way thou dost persue,
To make translations and translators too.
They but preserve the ashes, thou the flame,
True to his sense, but truer to his fame.10
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vuqokn D;k gS

×                    ×                   ×
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lanHkZ

Dryden and the Art of Translation, 1916 by William Frazer.
10. Denhem to Sir Fanshow; 
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dksad.kh&fganh dk dkO;kuqokn
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1- O;kdj.k laca/kh leL;k,¡
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> > 
> > 
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2- lkaLÑfrd leL;k,¡
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*

3- 'kSyhxr leL;k,¡

*
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4- 'kCnkoyh dh leL;k
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5- vyadkjksa dk iz;ksx



   % 291
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fons'kh dforkvksa ds fganh vuqokn
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(Untranslatable)

Apparition
The moon was saddening, Seraphim in tears
Dreaming, bow in hand, in the calm of vaporous
Flowers, were drawing from dying violins
White sobs gliding down blue corollas
--It was the blessed day of your first kiss.
My dreaming loving to torment me
Was drinking deep of the perfume of sadness
That even without regret and deception is left
By the gathering of a Dream in the heart which has
gathered it.
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vuqokn %
:i&Ny

(Ehmphasis)

in the calm

of vaporous flowers My dreaming loving

to torment me Even without regret and

deception’ which has gathered it

dying violins White sobs

Blue Corollas

And the wandering heaven of your angelic eye.
Mounts up as in some melancholical gardens.
Faithful, a white jet sighs towards the Azure !
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vuqokn %

jet

(jet)

Just a solitude –
Without the swan and quay
Mirrors its loneliness
In the look ...

vuqokn %

(Without swan or quay)

(Roger Fry)

(Literal exactitude)
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(Rimbaud)

I known skies burst in lightning, waterspouts
And surfs and currents; I the evening know,
And white dove populace exalted dawn;
Have sometimes seen what men believed they saw.

vuqokn %

×        ×        ×        ×
Seen the low sun with mystic horrors stained,
Illuminating the long violet clots;
Like actors of most ancient tragedies
The distant waves their flickering shutters roll.

×        ×        ×        ×
I, do you know, touched unthought Floridas,
Where flowers are mixed with panther’s eyes, the skins
Of men with rainbows, bridlewise outstretched
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Beneath sea horizons to glaucous herds.

×        ×        ×        ×
Marshes I saw ferment, enoromous traps,
Where, whole, Leviathans rot in the reeds;
Down-crashing waters in the tepid air,
The distances in cataract to th'abyss.

waterspouts and surfs and currents

Have sometimes seen what men believed they saw.

(stanzas) 

(Ezra Pound)
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     O God, O Venus, O Mercury, patron of thieves

Give me in due time, I beseech you, a little tobbaco-shop,
With the little bright boxes
piled up neatly upon the shelves
And the loose fragrant cavendish
and the shag,
And the bright Virgenia
loose under the bright glass cases,
And a pair of scales not too greasy,
And the whores dropping in for a word or two in passing,
For a flip word, and to tidy their hair a bit.
O God, O Venus, O Mercury, patron of theives,
Lend me a little tobbaco-shop,
or install me in any profession
Save this damn'd profession of writing,
where one needs one's brains all the time.

vuqokn %

dSosu~fM'k
vyc&iyd&lk xaèkhyk 'kSx
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lqFkjh&lh

dlfcu uxj Hkj dh

mPN`a[ky
vks izHkq] vks 'kqØ] cqèk

‘Damned’
Where one needs one’s brains all the time’ 

 

Core
        Core
I write my name on time
And on the world :
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All belong to me as a flower
Belongs to its perfume asleep
That stays vibrating in the air
After the sombre shedding

vuqokn % eSa viuk uke fy[krk gw¡

After the sombre shedding' 

Perfume aspeep’ 

(The Orphan) 
Pitiful women longing
So much to have a son
Unknown, I am your life itself.

vuqokn %

Unknown 

           The Wind
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This is the end of me, but you live on.
The wind, crying and complaining,
rocks the house and the forest,
not each pine tree seperately,
but all the trees together
with the whole boundless distance,
like the hulls of sailing-ships
ridding at anchor in a bay.
It shakes them not out of mischief,
and not in nameless fury,
but to find for you, out of its grief,
the words of a lullaby.

vuqokn %

vkSj gok

eaFku esa ls]

What seas what shores what grey rocks and what islands
What water lapping the bow
And scent of pine and the wood thrush singing through the fog
What images return
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O my daughter.
vuqokn %

water' lapping the

bow"

(Poetry of ideas) 

(Recreate) 
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Hulls'

(Translatable) 

(most literal translation) 

(Prompter) 
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dkO;kuqokn % izfØ;k vkSj leL;k,¡
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1 (Literature of Power);  (2) 

(Literature of Knowledge) 

1 2 3

jpuk izfØ;k % 

(Wordsworth) "Poetry is
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings, it takes its origin from emotions
recollected in tranquility." 

(Hudson) 

"Poetry is interpretation of life through imagination and emotion" 
(Johnson) 

"Poetry is the art of uniting pleasure with truth by calling imagination to the
help of reason" 
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y{; % 

miyfCèk % 
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Our sweetest songs are those
 that tell of saddest thought.

(Literary resurrection) 
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dkO;kuqokn dh leL;k,¡

I
II

I. vkarfjd leL;k,¡

1- vuqoknd dh 'kfDr@lhek,¡ % 

¼d½ vFkZ xzg.k 'kfDr % 
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¼i½ fo"k; izèkku n`f"V % 

¼ii½ lajpuk izèkku n`f"V % 

¼iii½ Hkkf"kd izèkku n`f"V % 

¼iv½ lkfgR;srj izèkku n`f"V % 

¼[k½ vFkZ&laizs"k.k 'kfDr % 

(Lefevere)

¼i½ Lofufed vuqokn (Phonemic Translation) : 
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¼ii½ 'kkfCnd vuqokn (Literal Translation) : 

¼iii½ Nkafnd vuqokn (Metrical Translation) : 

¼iv½ dfork dk x|kuqokn (Poetry into Prose) : 

¼v½ rqdcanhijd vuqokn (Rhymed Translation) : 

¼vi½ eqDr Nanijd vuqokn (Blank verse Translation) : 

¼vii½ iquO;kZ[;kRed vuqokn (Interpretetion) : 
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ewy vuqokn
eSus ns[kk] ,d cw¡n I saw a drop

I saw

A drop suddenly

Fly from the scud of the sea

flare for a second

fire from the mellowing Sun Align

So there, I thought

Against the wall of emptiness

this light - shot one

Has found release

From being blurred to nothing.

¼x½ Hkkou 'kfDr % 

(Keats) "A thing of beauty is joy for ever."

1

2

ewy%
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1 20)

vuqokn %

¼?k½ dYiuk 'kfDr % 

1958

Explorer 

Roscommon 
Your author always will the best advise,
Fall when he falls, and when he rises, rise.

2- vuw| lkexzh dk p;u % 
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i

ii

(i) vkRe izsj.kk % 

vaxzst+h vuqokn % Dreaminig when Dawn's Left Hand was in the Sky
I heard a Voice within the Tavern cry,
"Awake, my Little ones, and fill the Cup
"Before Life's Liquor in its Cup be dry" 

fganh vuqokn %
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"The inspired
thing is easy to translate. It has light in itself and leads into light, the
translator may stumble, but the rendering will glimmer. To men in darkness
a glimmer can be 'Hope' itself." 

(ii) cká izyksHku ;k foo'krk % 

3- vuqokn ds y{;] n`f"Vdks.k vkSj izfofèk dk fuèkkZj.k % 
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¼d½ y{; fuèkkZj.k % 
(i) (ii) (iii) 

(Recreation)

(i) vkRe ifjrks"k % 

1 20 6 8
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(ii) LokuqHkwr vkuan ls lgHkkfxrk % 
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ewy % With every morn their love grew tenderer,
With every eve deeper and tenderer still;
He might not in house, field, or garden stir,
But her full shape would all his seeing fill;     — Keats

vuqokn %

(iii) cká iz;kstu % 
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¼[k½ izfofèk fuèkkZj.k % 

ewy %

(1 1)

  fganh vuqokn %

"Merchant of Venice" 

"In soothe, I know not why I am so sad"
vuqokn %

60% 

'The wind' 

ewy % This is the end of me, but you live on.
The wind, crying and complaining,
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rocks the house and the forest,
not each pine tree seperately,
with the whole boundless distance,

vuqokn %

¼x½ iqjkuh Ñfr;ksa ds u, vuqoknksa dh leL;k % 

II. cká leL;k,¡
¼d½ vuqokn dk;Z ds izfr lgh ifjizs{; dk vHkko % 
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¼[k½ ikBd oxZ vkSj mldh Hkk"kk % 

esdcsFk && The queen, My lord is dead

vuqokn && 

¼x½ dF; rFkk dFku vFkkZr~ Hkk"kk&'kSyh fo"k;d leL;k,¡ % 

1 2 3
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  ewy % Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing Boy.

  vuqokn %

Hkk"kk&'kSyh fo"k;d leL;k,¡
1

2

Spring 
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i  vuqokn dh Hkkf"kd leL;k,¡
1  èofu;ksa dk èofu:iksa esa

varfuZfgr rkRi;Z dks varfjr djus dh leL;kA 

Alexender Pope Essay on Crticism 

'Tis not enough no harshness gives offence,
The sound must seem an echo to the sense.
Soft is the strain the Zephyr gently blows,
And the smooth stream in smoother numbers flows;

2 òksr rFkk y{; Hkk"kkvksa
ds chp izÑfrxr leL;k gS

3 Hkk"kkvksa dh fodkl fLFkfr % 
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4
ys[kd ;qxhu Hkk"kk eas fd;k tk, ;k vuqokn ;qxhu Hkk"kk esaA 

ii  vuqokn dh 'kSyhfo"k;d leL;k,¡

(Colridge) 

'Style is the man' 
(George Bernard Shaw) 

begining
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(Tytler) 

'kSyh ds rRo % 
1 2

(i) fof'k"V 'kCn ;kstuk % 

When shall we three meet again,
In thunder-lightening,' or in rain ?
When the hurley-burley 's' done--
When the battle's lost and won.

(ii) okD; foU;kl % 
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A little onward lend thy guiding hand.
To these dark steps, a little further on.

a little a little 

(iii)  vyadj.kA 

'kCn 'kfDr;k¡  vfHkèkk && 

y{k.kk

Killing two birds
with one stone' – 

O;atuk 

vyadkj 
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'kCnkyadkj 
vFkkZyadkj 

izrhd vkSj fcac 

Nan
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Dance there upon the shore;
What need have you to care
For wind or water's roar?

vkarfjd rRo  lkfgR;dkj dk O;fDrRo 

izfrHkk vè;olk;
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dkO; dk vuqokn
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The rhythm and the other beauties
of form when these are essential parts as in poetry can never be brought
out in translation and consequently very beautiful things when translated
become flat and stale. Rice is not the same as starch in powder form.
Orange or mango juice or essence of roses or jasmine is not the same
as an orange or a mango or a rose or a jasmine flower. The essence may
be there but the beauty of the fruit and the flower is not reporoduced in the
translated substance.
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Tumultuous grandeur crowds the blazing square,
The rattling chariots clash, the torches glare.

—from "The Deserted Village" by Oliver Goldsmith.

dkO;kuqokn

Awake ! for Morning in the Bowl of Night.
Has flung the Stone that puts the Stars to Flight:
And Lo ! the Hunter of the East has caught.
The Sultan's Turret in a Noose of Light.

igyk vuqokn

nwljk vuqokn
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rhljk vuqokn

1- vuqokn dk izdkj % 

2- cksfy;k¡ % 

3- fo'ks"k 'kCnkas dk iz;ksx % 

4- 'kSyh % 
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5- laLÑfr % 

6- lerqY;rk % 

7- lkfgfR;d foèkku % 

8- lkfgfR;d ;qfDr;k¡ % 
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gfldkvksa ds vuqokn % LokuqHkwfr;k¡

Knowledge is power I used to have
And due to load shedding many fans
In the town Oh now I am
Power is on the lonely,
Verge of breakdown All those fans

turned to be
Exhaust fans only
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Love four letters

Heart ,

Mind Heart
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stone stone

ekxZ n'kZu Donate
Love is blind

Donate eyes

For the benefit of mankind

oksYVst Voltage
Her eyes used to glitter

Like thousand watts bulb

But in the night –

He found her uneasy

She confessed

Load is more
Voltage is less.

iztkra=k Democracy
He came back after five years

And proposed to marry

Her eyes lit,

She told him. You have not

Changed a bit."

He laughed and said

'I am your fiance

And not Democracy.'

;kn Smile
Whenever I am lonely

Your Smiles
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Remind me of toothpaste

ad's only.

pank Lacking
They asked for donations

For school building

A wealthy man said

"I may tell you

Take donation for

Character Building too."

Student started laughing
Then (and said)
"How can we ask for that
Which is lacking in you."
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‘‘Translation’ dfork ds rhu
vuqoknksa ij ,d n`f"V
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I was sitting in an exam / In a dead language / And I had to translate
myself / Form man into ape.

And I had to translate myself

Man

into ape

I played it cool , First translating a text. From a forest. But the
translation got harder. As I drew nearer to myself.
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With some effort / I found, however, satisfactory equivalents / For nails
and the hair on the feet / Around the kness / I started to stammer / Towards
the heart my hand began to shake / And blotted the paper with light / Still,
I tried to patch it up / With the hair of the chest, But utterly failed / At the
soul.

With Some effort, I found however 

Still, I tried to patch it up.

To patch up
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dkO;kuqokn vkSj ;qx dh psruk



   % 345



346  %   
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dkO;kuqokn dh leL;k,¡

(Theodore Savory)

(Eugene A. Naida)

(R.W. Jumplet)

(Eric Jacobson)

(Horst Frenz)



348  %   
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(Literary resurrection)

1- fo"k; izèkku n`f"V % 

2- lajpuk izèkku n`f"V % 
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3- Hkkf"kd izèkku n`f"V % 

4- lkfgR;srj lans'k izèkku n`f"V % 

1- Lofufed vuqokn (Phonemic translation) % 

2- 'kkfCnd vuqokn (Literal translation) % 

3- Nkafnd vuqokn (Metrical translation) % 

4- dfork dk x|kuqokn (Poetry into Prose) % 

5- rqdcanhijd vuqokn (Rhymed translation) % 
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6- eqDr&Nanijd vuqokn (Blank Verse translation) % 

7- iquO;kZ[;kRed vuqokn (Interpretation) % 

eSaus ns[kk ,d cw¡n I Saw a Drop
I Saw

A drop suddenly

Fly from the scud of the sea

Flare for a second
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Fire from the mellowing sun !

So there, I thought,

Against the wall of emptiness

This light-shot one

Has found release

From being blurred to nothing.

fofHkUurk

1- ukn lkSan;Z % 
ns[kk--- lglk

^ds >kx ls*] ^dh vkx ls*] ^ds nkx ls*A 

viukiu--- mUekspuA 

F

2- lajpukRed fof'k"Vrk % 
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^eSaus ns[kk] ,d cw¡n*]

+ +

+ +

+ +

I saw a drop

+ +

A drop I saw + +

So there, I thought
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3- 'kCn laLdkj % 

Fly , Flare , mellowing

Flare

mellowing

Against the wall of emptiness

this light shot

one
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4- dkO;kFkZ izrhdu % 

(Perception)

(generic/universal) 

(unique/specific)

(texture), 
(orientation) 
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(Robert Frost)
(Poetry is what is lost in a translation)
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igyh fLFkfr

nwljh fLFkfr
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rhljh fLFkfr

pkSFkh fLFkfr

ik¡poha fLFkfr
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dfork dk vuqokn % Lo:i vkSj leL;k,¡
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dfork ds vuqokn dk Lo:i
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And good translation...is not merely translation,
for the translator is giving the original through himself and finding himself
through the original.
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Traduttori traditori

Translation of a literary work is as tasteless as a stewed

strawberry.

Translation from one language to another is like gazing at a flemish

tapestry with the wrong side out.

All translation seems to me simply an attempt to solve an

unsolvable problem.
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dfork ds vuqokn dh leL;k,¡ ,oa lek/kku

¼1½ vyadkj&;kstuk

i 'ys"k vyadkj %
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ii ;ed vyadkj %

iii miek vyadkj %

His valour is like a lion

gait like a deer', eyes like a lake face like a floor locks like clouds

voice like a nightingale's melody'

iv vuqizkl vyadkj %
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I sob and say my sad story of sorrow.

i How high His Highness holds his haughty head,

ii Bruised breeze blows behind the blamish bank of the river,

Ah, make the most of what we yet may spend,
Before we too into the Dust Descent;
Dust into Dust, and under Dust, to lie,
Sans Wine, sans Song, sans Singers, and--sans End!6

Dust

S

But dear, cling close to me

cling close
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It a touch sweet Pleasure melteth,
Like to bubbles when rain petleth.10

(bubbles pelteth.

)

¼2½ feFkdh;&lkaLÑfrd vfHkO;fDr;k¡
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Satan, 'Christ, 'Lucifer

Pandemonium Garden of Eden The Fire

Sermon The Game of Chess Crucification of Christ

Satanic Fall

Satan Christ Lucifer

Pandemonium Garden of Eden

The Fire Sermon The Game of Chess

¼3½ izrhd&;kstuk
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donkey donkey

ass

dog cur
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¼4½ fcac&;kstuk

April is

the cruellest month
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I tell my tale while weeping While sobbing I

say my sad story of sorrow.

Sobbing sad story of

sorrow

Beauty

is truth, truth is beauty

If Winter

comes, can Spring be far behind

winter spring

in

the calm of vaporous flowers

Low sun with mystic

horrows stained

as a flower/Belong to its perfume asleep perfume asleep

The wind, crying and complaining complaining
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Unbound

locks like netted logic singing epistle is an ecstatic experience of

religion

This is the way the world ends.
Not with a bang but a whimper.

Light as the shadow of the fish,
That falls through the pale green water.

Let us go then you and I,
When the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherised upon the table.

(1) 'The streets that follow like a tedious argument of insidious intent.'
(2) 'The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window panes.'
(3) 'The restless night in one night cheap hotel.'
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A handful of dust Withered stump

of time Foot steps falling on stair

The stony rubbish Frosty silence

¼5½ vFkZxr rÙo dk laizs"k.k

open

cloth

satan

satanic

veil veil

(1) And voices singing out of empty cisterns and exhausted wells.
In this decayed hole among the mountains.12
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(2) Sweet is dry and feet are in the sand

(3) On the memories trapped by beneficient spiders

¼6½ y{; Hkk"kk eas lerqY;rk dh [kkst

learned Greece

When ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw,
The line too labours, and the words move slow;
Not so, when swift Camilla scours the plain,
Flies o'er he' unbending corn, and skims along the main.13
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rock's vast weight The line too labours words move slow swift

Camila scours the plain files o'er the unbending corn skims along the

main

Such was Roscommon--not more
learn'd than good,
With manners gen'rous as his noble blood;
To him the wit of Greece and Rome was known,
And ev'ry author's merit, but his own.
Such late was Walsh--the Muse's judge and friend,
Who justly knew to blame or the commend.15
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not more learned than good with manners

generous his noble blood every author's merit The muse's judge and

friend

¼7½ /ofu&;kstuk

All bright and glittering in the smokeless

air bright glittering

The river glideth at his own sweet will
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'Tis not enough no harshness gives offence;
The sound must seem an Echo to the sense,
Soft is the strain when Zephyr gently blows,...
But when loud surges lash the sounding shore,
The hoarse, rough verse should like the torrent roar;21

loud surgue rough verse sounding shore

torrent roar

¼8½ Nan&;kstuk
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And those who husbanded the Golden Grain,
And those who flung it to the Winds like Rain,
Alike to no such aureate Earth are turn'd
As, buried once, Men want dug up again.23
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(Grain/Rain/again)

Dance there upon the shore;
What need have to care.
For wind or water's roar?
And tumble out your hair.
That the salt drops have wet.26

¼9½ jl&;kstuk
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ewy % The hour of the waning of love has beset us,
And weary and worn are our sad souls now;
Let us part, ere the season of passion forget us,
With a kiss and a tear on thy drooping brow.28

fganh vuqokn %

'the hour of the waning love', 'the season of passion', 'let us part', 'on drooping
brows', 'weary sad souls'
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ewy % Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree's shade,
Where heaves the turf in many a mould'ring heap,
Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.30

fganh vuqokn %



lanHkZ
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eq- bfy;kl ^uoSn* xqUukSjh% 

jktsanz izlkn% 

MkW- Jhukjk;.k lehj% 

MkW- gjh'k dqekj lsBh% 

MkW- ,y- lquhrkckbZ% 

lqjsanz dqekj nhf{kr% 

MkW- dqlqe vxzoky% 

jes'k panz% 

MkW- ljkstuh izhre% 

MkW- uhfyek flag% 

MkW- vftr dqekj% 

MkW- chuk JhokLro% 

MkW- lqjs'k flagy% 


